
 

The Great Ninth 

 

The enigmatic Ninth Chapter of Shantideva’s The Way of the 

Bodhisattva is daunting in its metaphysics and arcane references.  It is the 

wisdom chapter.  It is prajna, an immediate insight into the wisdom of 

emptiness beyond subject and object, beyond thee and I.  It requires the 

listener or reader develop the ability to comfortably hold contradictions and paradoxes in their mind.  

This is esoteric philosophy, and will be impenetrable to many. As with The Diamond Sutra, few 

teachers will present it to their Sanghas. 

 

It prepares the mind for Shunyata, the emptiness of emptiness.  As stated in the Padmakara 

translation, “…it shows that the wisdom of emptiness is not merely relevant to Bodhisattva training, 

it is actually indispensable.  Shantideva demonstrates that, far from being a matter of rarified 

metaphysics or academic discission removed from the concerns of practical existence, Mahayana 

is fundamentally a vision and way of life.  It is the ultimate heart and soul of the Buddha’s teaching.”  

 

As long as space remains, 

As long as sentient beings remain, 

May I, too, remain, 

Until all beings are liberated . . .       -The Bodhisattva’s Vow 

 

Sleeping Buddha 

 

Master Bankei told the Head Monk to refrain from striking Kembo across the shoulders with the 

kaisaku (flat wooden stick) when the monk dozed during meditation sessions.  “He’s a dull and 

stupid fellow when awake,” said Bankei, “but when he’s asleep, he is with Manjushri.” 

 

During the seven days leading up to the Buddha’s birthday in December the monks sleep little and 

keep the noble silence.  This period is known as Sesshin.  The monks will meditate for 12-16 hours 

per day, with much of the remaining time devoted to chores to be performed throughout the 

monastery. 

 

On the celebratory seventh night, Kembo slipped into a deep slumber.  The other monks heard him 

making sleeping noises, deep breaths, and ultimately speaking aloud in a voice as beautiful as the 

murmur of a thin waterfall.  

 

      By training in this aptitude for emptiness, 

      The habit to perceive real things will be relinquished. 

      By training in the thought “There isn’t anything,” 

      This view itself will also be abandoned. (9.32) 

 

      To linger and abide within samsara, 

      Freed from every craving and from every fear, 

      In order to achieve the good for those who ignorantly suffer: 

      Such is the fruit that emptiness will bear.   (9.52) 

 



For the remainder of the sitting period, Kembo recited, while dreaming, the entire Ninth Chapter of 

Shantideva’s The Way of the Bodhisattva.  Bankei announced to his monks that Kembo had 

explained how they could satisfy the seemingly impossible vows of the Bodhisattva.  “In the realm 

of complete nirvana, of emptiness, I shall liberate them all.  And though I thus liberate countless 

beings, not a single being is liberated.”  Two hours later, Kembo roused from his sleep, and went to 

the dining area to enjoy a breakfast of rice and fruits. 

                                                                                                                      -Kevin McLaughlin 

 

The verses below are quoted from The Way of the Bodhisattva, translated by the Padmakara 

group, Shambala Classics: 

 

Relative and ultimate, / These two truths are declared to be, / The ultimate is not within reach of the 

intellect, / For intellect is said to be relative.  (9.2) 

 

When ordinary folk perceive phenomena, / They look at them as real, not illusory, / This, then, is the 

subject of debate/ where ordinary beings and Buddhas differ, from concepts free.  (9.5) 

 

But the mind is the mirage itself, / What is the perceived by what? / The Guardian of the World 

himself has said, / That mind cannot be seen by mind.  (9.17) 

 

When something and its nonexistence / Both are absent from before the mind, / No other option 

does the latter have: / It comes to perfect rest.  (9.34) 

 

“We’re free,” you say, “though seeing the Four Truths - / What use is it to us, this view of 

emptiness?” / But as the scriptures have themselves proclaimed, / Without emptiness there can be 

no enlightenment.  (9.40) 

 

To linger and abide within samsara, / Freed from every craving and every fear, / In order to achieve 

the good of those who ignorantly suffer: / Such is the fruit that emptiness will bear.  (9.52) 

 

Since it is, the antidote / Is meditation and analysis. / Absorption grown in fields of their investigation 

/ Is indeed the food and sustenance of yogis. (9.92) 

 

It is not in the body, yet it is nowhere else. / It does not merge with it nor stand apart, - / Something 

such as this does not exist, not even slightly. / Beings by their nature are beyond the reach of 

suffering.  (9.103) 

 

If  phenomena are truly realized, / No basis for analysis remains. / And when the object is removed, 

the subject too subsides. / That indeed is said to be nirvana.  (9.110) 

 

Thus there are no entities / And likewise there’s no ceasing of the same. / And therefore beings, 

each and every one. / Are without origin and never cease.  (9.149) 

 

My wealth of merit gathered in, / With reverence but without conceptual target, / When shall I reveal 

this truth of emptiness / To those who go to ruin through belief in real existence?  (9.167) 

 

 


